We investigate the extent and the properties of the Mg II cool, low-density absorbing gas located in the halo and in the circum-galactic environment of quasars, using a sample of 31 projected quasar pairs with impact parameter pd < 200 kpc in the redshift range 0.5 ∼ < z ∼ < 1.6. In the transverse direction, we detect 18 Mg II absorbers associated with the foreground quasars, while no absorption system originated by the gas surrounding the quasar itself is found along the line-of-sight. This suggests that the quasar emission induces an anisotropy in the absorbing gas distribution. Our observations indicate that the covering fraction (f C ) of Mg II absorption systems with rest frame equivalent width W r (λ2796) > 0.3Å ranges from f C ∼ 1.0 at pd ∼ < 65 kpc to f C ∼ 0.2 at pd ∼ > 150 kpc, and appears to be higher than for galaxies. Our findings support a scenario where the luminosity/mass of the host galaxies affect the extent and the richness of the absorbing Mg II circum-galactic medium.
INTRODUCTION
Major mergers between galaxies are believed to be responsible for intense starbursts in galaxies and for channelling large amount of gas down to the circumnuclear regions that triggers the activity of the central supermassive black hole (e.g. Hernquist 1989; Kauffmann & Haehnelt 2000; Canalizo & Stockton 2001; Di Matteo, Springel, & Hernquist 2005; Hennawi et al. 2006a; Bennert et al. 2008) . In this scenario, the circum-galactic medium (CGM) of quasars is expected to harbour a large amount of enriched gas (e.g. Prochaska, Hennawi, & Simcoe 2013) and its study offers an opportunity to investigate the link between the nuclear activity of quasars and their immediate environment. Shaver & Robertson 1983 , 1985 Hennawi et al. 2006b ; Bowen et al. 2006; Hennawi & Prochaska 2007; Prochaska & Hennawi 2009; Tytler et al. 2009; Farina et al. 2013 ), since it is typically too dim to be detected directly (Chelouche et al. 2008; . In particular the Mg II λλ2796, 2803 doublet is well-suited for this aim. It falls within the optical wavelength range at intermediate redshift, probes regions of metal enriched, photoionised gas at temperatures around T ∼ 10 4 K (Bergeron & Stasińska 1986; Charlton et al. 2003) , and traces a wide range of neutral hydrogen column densities (i.e., from NHI ∼ 10 16.5 cm −2 to greater than NHI ∼ 10 21.5 cm −2 , e.g. Bergeron & Stasińska 1986; Rao & Turnshek 2000; Rao, Turnshek, & Nestor 2006) .
Observations of low redshift galaxies (z ∼ < 1) showed the presence of a large halo of cool Mg II absorbing gas, extending up to ∼ 200 kpc (e.g. Bahcall , that is strongly linked to galaxy properties such as: luminosity (e.g. Chen & Tinker 2008; Chen et al. 2010a) ; mass (e.g. Bouché et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2010b; Churchill et al. 2013a) ; colour (e.g. Zibetti et al. 2007 ); star formation rate (e.g. Prochter, Prochaska, & Burles 2006; Ménard et al. 2011; Nestor et al. 2011) ; morphology (e.g. Kacprzak et al. 2007) ; and galactic environment (e.g. Bordoloi et al. 2011 ). These findings have motivated the search for possible mechanism responsible for the enrichment of the CGM at such large scale. Detailed studies of the kinematics of the absorption systems have shown that both outflows due to galactic wind (e.g. Tremonti, Moustakas, & Diamond-Stanic 2007; Weiner et al. 2009; Rubin et al. 2010 ) and inflows onto the galaxies (e.g. Ribaudo et al. 2011; Rubin et al. 2012 ) could supply the CGM of cool enriched gas.
In this Paper we extend these studies to quasar host galaxies: if two quasars are angularly close but have discordant redshifts, one can probe the CGM of the foreground target (QSOF) through the study of absorption features imprinted on spectra of the background source (QSOB). This technique has allowed a detailed study of the distribution of neutral hydrogen around quasars. For instance Hennawi et al. (2006b) , starting from a sample of 149 projected quasar pairs (projected distance: 30 kpc ∼ < pd ∼ < 2.5 Mpc; redshift: 1.8 < z < 4.0), found that the probability to have an absorber with NHI > 10 19 cm −2 coincident within 200 kpc with a QSOF is high (∼ 50%), and that the distribution of these absorbers is highly anisotropic (Hennawi & Prochaska 2007) . Considering a larger sample of pairs Prochaska, Hennawi, & Simcoe (2013) and Prochaska et al. (2013) recently confirm the presence of a large number of absorbers with NHI > 10 17.3 cm −2 in the proximity of quasars.
It is worth noting that the quasar host galaxies are typically more massive than normal galaxies and may trace group/cluster environments (e.g. Wold et al. 2001; Serber et al. 2006; Hutchings, Scholz, & Bianchi 2009) , hence their CGM is expected to be richer and could exhibit different physical characteristics. In addition, the presence of the central SMBH may have a substantial effect. In fact its emission may photoionise gas from tens to several hundreds of kpc and photo-evaporate cool clumps (e.g. Hennawi & Prochaska 2007; Wild et al. 2008; Chelouche et al. 2008; Farina et al. 2013 ).
The first attempt to explore the Mg II absorbing CGM of quasars was performed by Bowen et al. (2006) , who detected absorption lines in all the 4 close projected quasar pairs investigated. In Farina et al. (2013) we have studied 10 additional systems, exploring projected separations between 60 and 120 kpc. Here we aim to further expand this work and to extend it up to separations of 200 kpc, in order to determine the gas covering fraction and the size of the haloes hosting quasars. The new sample of projected quasar pairs is described in §2 and the analysis of the collected spectra in §3. In §4 we investigate the properties of the detected Mg II absorption systems. We compare and contrast our results with those found in inactive galaxies in §5 and we summarise our conclusions in §6.
Throughout this paper we assume a concordance cosmology with H0=70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ωm=0.3, and ΩΛ=0.7.
THE SAMPLE
In order to study the CGM of quasars in absorption, we searched in the Schneider et al. (2010) catalogue (based on the 7th data release of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, SDSS, Abazajian et al. 2009 ) for quasar pairs that have physical projected separations pd < 200 kpc (calculated in the frame of the foreground targets) and line-of-sight velocity differences ∆V > 5000 km s −1 . 17 of the 85 retrieved systems were observed with the intermediate resolution grisms R2500V and R2500R of the Optical System for Imaging and low Resolution Integrated Spectroscopy (OSIRIS, Cepa et al. 2000 Cepa et al. , 2003 mounted on the 10.4 m Gran Telescopio de Canarias (GTC). We have selected these targets to have the Mg II doublet lines at z = zF well within the spectral range covered by the two considered grisms (nominally from 4470Å to 5950Å for R2500V, and from 5630Å to 7540Å for R2500R). This constrains the QSOF redshifts in the range: 0.6 ∼ < zF ∼ < 1.6. Data for an additional pair (QQ01, see Table 1 ) were collected with the grism 1400V of the FOcal Reducer and low dispersion Spectrograph (FORS2, Appenzeller et al. 1998) installed on the Antu Very Large Telescope (VLT) of the European Southern Observatory (ESO). This system is part of the sample of south quasar pairs we have investigated in Farina et al. (2013) .
In Table 1 and in Figure 1 we present the general properties of the 18 observed pairs. These are radio quiet quasars, with an average angular separation ∆θ ∼ 18.
′′ 6 that corresponds to an average projected distance pd ∼ 146 kpc. These data represent a substantial increase in the number of pairs investigated so far, especially at separations larger than 100 kpc (see Figure 1) . Combined with data from Bowen et al. (2006) and Farina et al. (2013) , our sample yields constraints on the physical properties of the Mg II absorbing gas surrounding quasars on scales between 26 kpc and 200 kpc at an average redshift z ∼ 1.1. We stress that in the selection of the targets we did not take into account for the possible presence of absorbers a priori, hence our sample seems well-suited to estimate the unbiased frequency of Mg II absorption systems associated to quasars.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
Observations were carried out with the OSIRIS R2500R and R2500V grisms, yielding a spectral resolution of R = λ/∆λ ∼ 2500 (with the 1 ′′ slit). This corresponds to a resolution element of FWHM ∼ 120 km s −1 that allows one to separate the doublet components but that is larger than the typical width of Mg II absorbers ( ∼ < 100 km s −1 , see e.g. Charlton & Churchill 1998) . Thus the internal dynamics of the absorption systems can not be resolved. The position angle of the slit was oriented so that the spectrum of both the sources could be acquired simultaneously. The integration times range from 900 s to 4800 s, depending on the magnitude of the background quasar. In order to correct for cosmic rays and for CCD cosmetic defects, for each target we have taken a series of 3 consecutive exposures, respectively shifted by ∼ 5
′′ . Details about the spectra gathered at ESO-VLT are given in Farina et al. (2013) . Table 1 . Properties of the observed projected quasar pairs: our identification label of the system (ID), position of the foreground target (RA,DEC), redshift derived from broad emission lines (z), SDSS BEST AB r-band magnitude (r, Abazajian et al. 2009), angular (∆θ) and projected (pd) separation between the two quasars, bolometric luminosity (L bol , see Appendix A for details), black hole mass (M BH , see Vestergaard & Peterson 2006 and Appendix A for details) and host galaxy mass (M host derived from M BH , see Decarli et al. 2010b and text for details) of the foreground quasar, seeing during the observations (See.), and signal-to-noise ratio per pixel on the continuum close to the expected position of the Mg II absorption lines (S/N). The labels F and B refer to the foreground and background quasar, respectively. Standard IRAF 1 tools were used for the data reduction. The ccdred package was employed to perform bias subtraction, flat field correction, image alignment and combination. The spectra extraction, the background subtraction and the calibrations both in wavelength and in flux were performed with twod and oned packages. Residuals of wavelength calibration are around 0.03Å (sub-pixel). Standard stars' spectra were collected during the same nights of the targets. The absolute calibration of the spectra was obtained through the photometry of field stars present in r-band short exposures of the targets. This procedure yields to a photometric accuracy of ∼ 0.1 mag (see Decarli et al. 2008 , for details). The Galactic extinction was taken into account considering the estimates of Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis (1998) and assuming a standard interstellar extinction curve (RV = 3.1, e.g. Cardelli, Clayton, & Mathis 1989) . The spectra of the quasar pairs are reproduced in Figure 2 .
ABSORPTION SYSTEMS ASSOCIATED TO QUASARS
To investigate the presence of Mg II absorption lines in our spectra we adopted the procedure described in Farina et al. (2013) . In summary, we first model the quasar emission by interpolating with a cubic spline the median values of the flux estimated in bins of 20Å each (e.g. Sbarufatti et al. 2005) . Then, the 1σ detection limit of a spectral line was calculated from the equivalent width and the relative uncertainty of an unresolved absorption feature, assuming that it has the shape of a Gaussian with FWHM equal to the spectral resolution (see Schneider et al. 1993) . Finally, the properties of the absorption features detected above a 3σ threshold were measured by fitting the lines with a single Gaussian function (e.g. Churchill et al. 2000) . Uncertainties on the derived quantities were estimated through standard error propagation, and are dominated by the noise of the continuum close to the absorption lines. Hereafter we will refer to an absorbers as transverse Figure 2 . Spectra of the projected quasar pair QQ04 corrected for Galactic extinction and binned by 3 pixels. Blue and red solid lines refer to QSO F and to QSO B , respectively. Main quasar emission lines and Galactic absorption are labelled. The shaded yellow region marks the wavelength range considered to associate a Mg II doublet to the QSO F (see §4) and dark gray bars cover regions affected by prominent telluric absorptions. Black thicks point to absorption lines detected over a 3σ threshold (see Appendix B), and red triangles highlight the Mg II absorption doublet associated to the QSO F (see Table 2 ). Figures of the other quasar pairs are available in the electronic edition of the Journal.
or as line-of-sight (LOS) depending on whether it was detected in the QSOB or in the QSOF spectrum. A detected absorption system will be considered as associated to the QSOF if it lies within ±1000 km s −1 from the redshift derived from Mg II broad emission line (see Table 1 ). This operational definition was motivated by the large uncertainties associated to the fit of the broad lines and by the possibility that redshifts derived from various emission lines may differ from the systemic redshift by even hundreds of km s −1 (e.g. Tytler & Fan 1992; Richards et al. 2002; Bonning, Shields, & Salviander 2007) , and that LOS absorbers within up to thousands of km s −1 from a quasar may be still connected with the quasar itself (e.g. Wild et al. 2008; Shen & Ménard 2012) . A choice of a wider velocity range to associate the LOS absorption systems to QSOF has only marginal effects on our results (see Section 5).
In our new sample we detected 8 Mg II transverse absorption features associated to the QSOF (almost doubling the number of known such system, see Bowen et al. 2006 and Farina et al. 2013) , while no associated absorbers are present along the LOS (see Table 2 and Figure 3 ). The average shift between transverse absorbers and Mg II broad line is ∆V QSO−Abs. ∼ −250 km s −1 with an RMS of ∼ 380 km s −1 confirming the strict association with the quasars. This is further supported by the paucity of random absorbers present in the proximity of a quasars. Indeed, integrating over 2000 km s −1 the redshift number density of systems with Wr(λ2796) 0.30Å, only ∼ 0.01 absorption systems are expected (Nestor, Turnshek, & Rao 2005) . These results exclude that the observed Mg II lines are due to chance effect. The rest frame equivalent width of the observed transverse absorption systems range from Wr(λ2796) = 0.33Å to Wr(λ2796) = 0.92Å with an average Wr(λ2796)/Wr(λ2803) doublet ratio of DR = 1.35 ± 0.03. This suggests that most of our systems are partially saturated as commonly observed in intervening Mg II doublets detected in quasar spectra (e.g. Nestor, Turnshek, & Rao 2005) . The absence of LOS Mg II absorbers agrees with the studies performed by Vanden Berk et al. (2008) and Shen & Ménard (2012) on SDSS spectra, which have shown that LOS Mg II absorbers occur only in a few percent of the examined systems, and that are possibly related to an enhanced star formation rate of the quasar host galaxy.
DISCUSSION
In this Section, we report on the detected Mg II absorption systems and relate their properties to the impact parameters, to the mass of the host galaxies, and to the direction of view (i.e., transverse or LOS). We also compare our results with the properties of the CGM of normal galaxies, for which Mg II absorption systems were detected up to pd ∼ 200 kpc (e.g. Bergeron & Boissé 1991; Steidel et al. 1997; Kacprzak et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2010a; , and references therein). In particular we investigate whether galaxies and quasars show different trend in the well known anti-correlation between Wr(λ2796) and the impact parameter (e.g. Lanzetta & Bowen 1990; Steidel & Sargent 1992; Steidel 1995) .
Covering Fraction
To study the covering fraction (fC) of Mg II absorption systems at different impact parameters from the quasar, we define fC ≡ fC (W lim ) as the fraction of absorbers with Wr greater than a given equivalent width (W lim ) detected in each bin of projected distance. If the upper limit on the equivalent width of an absorber (see Table 2 ) is larger than W lim , this system is not considered in the estimate. The 1σ uncertainties in fC are calculated upon the binomial statistics (e.g. Gehrels 1986; Cameron 2011).
In Figure 4 we plot fC of Mg II transverse absorbers associated to quasars against the impact parameter, including data from Bowen et al. (2006) and Farina et al. (2013) . The covering fraction of absorbers with Wr(λ2796) 0.30Å is fC(0.30Å) = 1.00 Lundgren et al. 2012) . In order to minimise the possible bias towards a specific galaxy population, we will assume as reference the recent estimates of , derived from a large and heterogeneous compilation of 182 isolated galaxies at redshift 0.1 ∼ < z ∼ < 1.1 with B-band magnitudes varying from MB = −16.1 to MB = −23.1 , and references therein). The quoted 3σ upper limits in the detection of Wr(λ2796) were converted to the 2σ limit considered in this work.
We note that, quasars in each bin show, on average, a higher fC(0.30Å) with respect to galaxies. In particular, while low luminosity galaxies (defined by Nielsen et al. as galaxies with B-band luminosity LB/L ⋆ B ∼ < 0.6) do not reveal any absorption systems at impact parameter larger than 110 kpc, high luminosity galaxies (LB/L ⋆ B ∼ > 0.6) show a be- Figure 3 . Close up of the normalised QSO B spectra where the transverse absorption systems are detected (red line). The Gaussian fit performed as described in §4 and in Farina et al. (2013) is marked with a green solid line, and the 1 − 1σ spectrum with a pale-red dotted line. The shaded yellow region shows the windows in which we consider the absorption system as associated to QSO F . The system QQ08 exhibit several strong absorption systems close to the Mg II doublet that are not associated to QSO F (see Appendix B).
haviour more similar to quasars, with a CGM extending also at large separations (see Left Panel of Figure 4 ). The difference between the covering fraction at different impact parameters of quasars, and of high-and low-luminosity galaxies almost disappears for systems with Wr(λ2796) 0.6Å (see Right Panel of Figure 4 ). Since quasars are hosted by luminous galaxies that in some cases show an excess of blue light (e.g. Bahcall et al. 1997; Floyd et al. 2013; Kotilainen et al. 2013; Falomo et al. 2014) , our results are qualitatively in agreement with a luminosity dependence for the covering fraction of Mg II absorbing gas with Wr 0.3Å (e.g. , and references therein).
It is of interest to compare our results with the H I covering fraction observed in high redshift quasars by Prochaska, Hennawi, & Simcoe (2013) , who investigate a sample of 74 close projected quasar pairs with projected separations pd < 300 kpc and average redshift z ∼ 2.2. We convert the Mg II equivalent width limit into a H I column density (NHI) with the empirical relation provided by Ménard & Chelouche (2009) 2 and derived from the sample of low-redshift Lyman absorbers of Rao, Turnshek, & Nestor (2006) . Within ∼ 100 kpc the H I covering fraction is fC (H I) ∼ 0.33 for absorbers with NHI > 10 18.9 cm −2 (roughly corresponding to Wr(λ2796) > 0.60Å) that is lower, but still consistent within uncertainties, than the fC(0.60Å) ∼ 0.50 we found for lower redshift quasars. This suggests that the CGM of quasars does not evolve significatively from redshift z ∼ 2 to z ∼ 1 (see also Chen 2012; Fumagalli et al. 2013 ). This result could be influenced 2 We considered the relation between median N HI and Wr(λ2796).
by the large scatter present in the Wr(λ2796) versus NHI plane. Column densities of NHI ∼ 10 18.5 cm −2 could still be associated to Wr(λ2796) ∼ 0.6Å absorption systems, suggesting that we are most probably underestimating the Mg II covering fraction associated to z ∼ 2 quasars. Future direct observations of the Mg II absorbing gas associated to high redshift quasars are thus needed to give further support to this result.
Wr(λ2797) and Impact Parameter
It is well assessed that the equivalent width of Mg II absorption features anti-correlates with the impact parameter (e.g. Lanzetta & Bowen 1990; Bergeron & Boissé 1991; Steidel 1995; Chen et al. 2010a; . In Figure 5 we present the distribution of Wr(λ2796) as a function of pd for quasars and for galaxies derived from Barton & Cooke (2009 ), Chen et al. (2010a , Kacprzak et al. (2011 ), Gauthier & Chen (2011 ), and Werk et al. (2013 . While some of the absorbers associated to quasars lie almost in the same regions of the case of galaxies, at impact parameters larger than ∼ 50 kpc a number of systems with Wr(λ2796) ∼ > 0.5Å are present. These are rarely found in correspondence of galaxies (see also Farina et al. 2013) . In order to test this qualitative finding we performed a non-parametric Kendall's test that include upper limits (e.g. Isobe, Feigelson, & Nelson 1986) . While for galaxies Wr(λ2796) and pd are anticorrelated at the 7.9σ level , see also e.g., Chen et al. 2010a ), for quasar the significance level is much weaker (2.2σ). In addition, a two dimensions Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Fasano & Franceschini 1987) performed on the sources with detected Mg II absorp- tion, ruled out with a probability of P2D−KS = 99.8% the null hypothesis that, in the 20 kpc pd 200 kpc region, the absorption systems associated to galaxies and to quasars are drawn from the same parent population.
The Role of the Mass of Galaxies
Quasars are generally harboured by massive galaxies with a typical mass of few times 10 11 M⊙ (McLure et al. 1999; Kukula et al. 2001; Falomo, Kotilainen, & Treves 2001; Falomo et al. 2004 Falomo et al. , 2008 Jahnke & Wisotzki 2003; Floyd et al. 2004 Floyd et al. , 2013 Hyvönen et al. 2007; Kotilainen et al. 2007 Kotilainen et al. , 2009 Kotilainen et al. , 2013 , hence the stellar mass (considered as an optimal proxy for the dark halo masses, e.g. More et al. 2011; Moster et al. 2010) should have a substantial role in shaping the Wr-pd anti-correlation (e.g. Chelouche et al. 2008; Chen & Tinker 2008) .
No deep images of the considered systems are available to directly detect the quasar host galaxies. Therefore we derive an estimate of the mass (M host ) from the MBH-M host relation (see e.g. Marconi & Hunt 2003; Häring & Rix 2004; Peng et al. 2006a,b; Decarli et al. 2010b Decarli et al. , 2012 Bennert et al. 2011 ). In particular we consider the relation presented by Decarli et al. (2010b) , which is based upon the study 96 quasars in the redshift range 0.07 < z < 2.74:
where MBH is the black hole mass deduced with the virial method as described in Appendix A, and z is the redshift of the foreground quasar. Uncertainties associated to the M host obtained in this way could be as large as ∼ 0.6 dex (e.g. Decarli et al. 2010b ). We note that Decarli et al. (2010b) estimated the stellar masses assuming bulge-dominated host galaxies and a passive evolution of the stellar population from z = 5 to z = 0. Various authors showed that quasars often suffer of intense star formation episodes during their lifetime (e.g. Canalizo & Stockton 2013) and thus masses calculated from equation 1 (see Table 1 ) could be underestimated.
In the right panel of Figure 5 , we show the dis- ; Cameron 2011). For comparison we plot also the Mg II covering fraction of 182 isolated (i.e., without a companion closer than 100 kpc and 500 km s −1 ) galaxies investigated by with with B-band luminosities larger (violet empty triangles) and smaller (orange empty circles) than
where L ⋆ B is the characteristic luminosity of galaxies as derived from Faber et al. (2007) . We converted the upper limits listed in to the 2σ limits considered here. Right Panel: Same of Left Panel but for absorption systems with Wr(λ2796) > 0.6Å. We also show the ±1σ region of the covering fraction of the H I absorbers associated to high redshift quasars (1.6 ∼ < z ∼ < 3.2) presented by Prochaska, Hennawi, & Simcoe (2013, pale blue filled area). For the sake of comparison we limit the H I column density to N H I ∼ > 10 18.9 cm −2 that roughly corresponds to the considered Mg II equivalent width limit (see text for details). 11 M⊙) and for the quasar hosts (on average, M host ∼ 2.0 × 10 11 M⊙) assuming, for the sake of comparison, the same scale on the x-axis presented in Chen et al. (2010b) :
Taking into account the mass of the galaxies, the anticorrelation between Wr and pd for quasars is enhanced to the 3.1σ level 3 and the null hypothesis of a same parent population for absorption systems associated to quasars and to galaxies is ruled out with a probability of P2D−KS = 77.4%. The χ 2 values for our data calculated against the relations presented by and Chen et al. (2010b, see Figure 5 ) prior and after considering the host galaxy masses decrease of ∼30%.
In Figure 6 we show the Mg II covering fraction of quasars and galaxies estimated in bins of pd M . In spite of the large uncertainties, quasars show a systematically higher covering fraction than galaxies. This difference is 3 A Monte Carlo analysis of the anti-correlation shows that, even allowing the host galaxy masses to vary of 0.6 dex around the calculated values, the significance is increased (i.e. it is better than 2.2σ) in more than 70% of the realisations. The large uncertainties associated to the stellar mass of the quasar hosts marginally affect this result.
more marked for systems with Wr(λ2796) > 0.3Å, but holds also for those with Wr(λ2796) > 0.6Å. These findings suggest that the stellar mass plays an important role, but its effect is not strong enough to reconcile the different properties of the CGM of galaxies and of quasars. As suggested by different studies, other parameters related to the host galaxies could be involved, such as: star formation, morphology, or close galactic environment (e.g. Chen et al. 2010a,b; Kacprzak et al. 2007; Kacprzak, Churchill, & Nielsen 2012; Ménard et al. 2011; Bordoloi et al. 2011, 2012, and next Section) . Moreover, the patchiness of the cool gas in the CGM could have an important effect in the large scatter present in the anti-correlation (e.g., Kacprzak et al. 2008 ).
Our results are qualitatively in agreement with the systematic segregation of the galaxy virial masses on the Wr(λ2796)-pd recently reported by Churchill et al. (2013a,b) : galaxies with higher mass haloes show stronger Mg II absorption systems at a given pd with respect to lower mass haloes. In this context it is of interest to compare our findings with the sample of Mg II absorbers observed by Gauthier & Chen (2011) around Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs), which are expected to inhabit haloes with masses comparable or larger than those of quasars (e.g. Zheng et al. 2009 Orange and cyan filled triangles, and violet filled squares represent quasars in which an associated transverse absorption system is detected, while the empty ones are 2σ upper limits (data are from this work, Bowen et al. 2006, and Farina et al. 2013, respectively) . Green points and arrows are absorption features associated to galaxies and upper limits from Werk et al. (2013) , Gauthier & Chen (2011) , Kacprzak et al. (2011 ), Chen et al. (2010a including the absorption detected in group galaxies), and Barton & Cooke (2009) . Black dashed line shows the best fit of the anti-correlation proposed by . For the sake of comparison, the upper limits listed by Barton & Cooke (2009) were converted to the considered 2σ limits, and all the data were rescaled to the considered cosmological model. Right Panel: Rest frame equivalent width of Mg II(λ2796) absorption line as a function of projected distance and stellar mass for quasars and galaxies. Orange triangles and violet squares are data for quasars from this work and Farina et al. (2013) , respectively, while green points and arrows are absorption features associated to galaxies and upper limits from Werk et al. (2013) , Chen et al. (2010b) , and Barton & Cooke (2009) . Spectra of the four QSO F in Bowen et al. (2006) are not publicly available and thus we can not give an estimate of the M host for these systems. Black dashed line is the Wr vs. pd anti-correlation for galaxies including the scaling relation with stellar mass proposed by Chen et al. (2010b) . For the x-axis we have adopted the same projection of Figure 3 in Chen et al. (2010b) .
The Role of the Immediate Galactic Environment
Since quasars are often associated with group of galaxies (e.g. Wold et al. 2001; Serber et al. 2006; Hutchings, Scholz, & Bianchi 2009) , it is of interest to estimate the contribution of the immediate galactic environment to the strength of the observed absorption systems. Indeed, the presence of a rich environment could induce an over-abundance of strong equivalent width systems (Wr(λ2796) > 1Å) compared to field galaxies (e.g. Nestor et al. 2007; Lopez et al. 2008; Kacprzak, Murphy, & Churchill 2010; Andrews et al. 2013; Gauthier 2013 ).
In order to evaluate this effect, we have first simulated the typical galactic environment of a quasar following the quasar-galaxy cross-correlation function presented by Zhang et al. (2013) . Then, to each mock galaxy we have assigned a CGM that reproduce the observed properties of the Mg II absorption systems reported by Chen et al. (2010a) and . Finally, the average effect of the environment in terms of strength of the absorption and covering fraction was calculated summing up the contribution of the single galaxies at different impact parameter from the quasar. A detailed description of the simulation and a discussion of the possible caveats in our estimate are given in Appendix C. We here summarise our results: (i) less than 25% of the quasar sight lines are covered by the absorbing gas associated to companion galaxies; (ii) the covering fractions of the absorbing gas associated with the quasar's environment show an almost flat profile between 20 and 200 kpc with fC, Env(0.30Å) ∼ 0.10 and fC, Env(0.60Å) ∼ 0.05; and (iii) the contribution of galaxies in proximity of quasars to the strength of the observed absorption systems is Wr, Env(λ2796) ∼ < 0.1Å, with almost no dependence on the impact parameter. This latter effect is of the same order of magnitude of the uncertainties in the Wr(λ2796) measurements, thus has a marginal impact on our results, especially for the systems with large Wr. The contribution of the environment to the covering fraction is also negligible, however we notice that at large impact parameter (and small fC) the presence of satellite galaxies could have enhanced the measured fC up to a factor of 2 (see Figure 4) .
Fe II Transverse Absorption Systems
In 21 of the investigated quasar pairs, the spectral coverage of our data allows to investigate also for the presence of the Fe II λλ2586, 2600 absorption systems. We detect 4 Figure 6 . Top Panel: Covering fraction profile for transverse absorption systems with Wr(λ2796) > 0.30Å associated to QSO F (blue filled triangles) with impact parameter normalised by the host galaxy masses as in Figure 5 . We also show the Mg II covering fraction of galaxies (red empty circles) with public available measure of the stellar masses from Chen et al. (2010b) , Cooke (2009), and Werk et al. (2013) that constitute a representative subsample of roughly half the systems studied by . Error bars are calculated as in Fe II(λ2600) absorption lines (see Figure 7 and Table B1 ), formally yielding a covering fraction of fC (Fe II) = 0.19
for systems with Wr(λ2600) 0.30Å and pd 200 kpc.
It is worth noting that absorption systems with Wr(λ2796) 0.50Å and Wr(λ2600)/Wr(λ2796) > 0.5 have a ∼40% probability to be a damped Ly α systems (DLAs) with NHI > 10 20 cm −2 (Rao, Turnshek, & Nestor 2006) . Only two of the detected Mg II absorptions match these constraints (see Figure 7) , suggesting that also the stronger absorptions might not arise in galactic disc, where high column densities are expected (e.g. Zwaan et al. 2005 ). However, we can not exclude the possibility that the Mg II absorption originate from extraplanar neutral gas associated with spiral galaxies (see Sancisi et al. 2008 , and references therein).
The estimated fraction of DLAs present within 200 kpc from z ∼ 1.1 quasars (i.e., 4 +5 −2 %) is consistent with the 10 +8 −4 % observed at higher redshift by Prochaska, Hennawi, & Simcoe (2013) . This further sup- Ratio of the rest frame equivalent width of Fe II(λ2600) to Mg II(λ2796) absorption lines as a function of Wr(λ2796). Symbols are equivalent to those in Figure 5 . Only quasars that shows the presence of an associated Mg II transverse absorption systems are shown and the size of these points is inversely proportional to the logarithm of the impact parameter. Note that Bowen et al. (2006) report information about the presence of Fe II associated absorption line only for the quasar SDSS J083649.45+484150.0, which is one of the closer pair considered here (pd = 29 kpc). Data for galaxies are from the sample of 87 Mg II absorption systems with Wr(λ2796) > 0.3Å investigated by Rodríguez Hidalgo et al. (2012) in the redshift range 0.2 < z < 2.5 and from the study of 197 Mg II absorption features associated to damped Ly α systems at z < 1.65 performed by Rao, Turnshek, & Nestor (2006) . ports the hypothesis of little, if any, evolution of the quasars' CGM.
Anisotropic Distribution of Mg II Absorbers
In the whole sample of quasars we do not detect any LOS Mg II absorption lines of the same strength of the transverse one. We emphasise that even considering a larger velocity windows to associate the LOS absorbers to the quasars (e.g < 5000 km s −1 as suggested by Sharma, Nath, & Chand 2013) , only one more systems would be added to our sample (see Appendix B). A similar behaviour was also observed for H I absorptions systems (e.g Hennawi & Prochaska 2007) , while C IV LOS absorbers were detected in 2 out of the 3 quasars investigated by Farina et al. (2013) . This higher incidence of C IV LOS absorbers with respect to Mg II is in agreement with the study of Wild et al. (2008) in their SDSS based study of LOS absorption systems directly associated to quasars.
The absence of LOS absorbers is possibly a consequence of the SMBH emission, that could photoionise the surrounding Mg II absorbing clouds. Chelouche et al. (2008) consider that the CGM of quasars is clumpy and filled by clouds having a size of ∼ 1 pc and a density of ∼ 10 −2 cm −3 (see Petitjean & Bergeron 1990; Churchill & Vogt 2001; Rauch et al. 2002; Churchill, Vogt, & Charlton 2003; Ellison et al. 2004; Prochaska & Hennawi 2009 ). Under these conditions a quasar with luminosity ∼ 10 46 erg s −1
(the average of our sample, see Table 1 and Farina et al. 2013 ) is able to photoionise the gas of the CGM and to heat it (through photoabsorption) up to a temperature of T ∼ 10 5 K, allowing the persistence of only few Mg II absorption systems. This is in agreement with Wild et al. (2008) , who found that the SMBH emission photoionise Mg II absorbers with Wr(λ2796) 0.30Å out to at least 800 kpc, while, thanks to its higher ionising potential, C IV absorbing clouds could survive.
In this scenario, the presence of the transverse Mg II absorption features is explained considering that the quasar radiation is emitted into cones (e.g. Antonucci 1993; Elvis 2000) and thus only marginally affects the gas in the transverse direction (e.g. Hennawi & Prochaska 2007; Bowen et al. 2006; Chelouche et al. 2008; Prochaska, Hennawi, & Simcoe 2013; Prochaska et al. 2013) . Similarly a non isotropic emission of quasars is invoked to explain the non detection of the transverse proximity effect (i.e., the expected decrease on absorption systems in the Ly α forest of close projected quasar pairs due to the ionising emission of the foreground SMBH, see e.g. Crotts 1989; Dobrzycki & Bechtold 1991; Liske & Williger 2001; Schirber, Miralda-Escudé, & McDonald 2004) .
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the properties of the Mg II absorbing CGM of quasars using a sample of 31 projected quasars pairs with impact parameter ranging from 20 to 200 kpc at 0.5 ∼ < z ∼ < 1.6.
The main results of our study are: 1. Quasars are surrounded by a large amount of Mg II absorbing gas with a covering fraction that ranges from fC ∼ 1.0 at pd ∼ < 60 kpc to fC ∼ 0.2 at pd ∼ > 150 kpc for systems with Wr(λ2796) > 0.3Å.
2. We find a weak anti-correlation between the Mg II rest frame equivalent width and the impact parameter that is enanched once the stellar mass of the quasar host galaxy is taken into account.
3. While Mg II absorbers are frequently observed in the transverse direction, such systems are rarely found along the line-of-sight. This supports a scenario where the ionising emission of the SMBH occurs in cones (e.g. Antonucci 1993) , thus the CGM is not illuminated by the central engine in the transverse direction, resulting in a non isotropic distribution of the absorption systems.
Since quasars are harboured by luminous galaxies, our result supports a scenario in which galaxies with high luminosity/mass typically possess a more extended CGM with respect to the fainter ones (e.g. Chelouche et al. 2008; . Nevertheless, we observe that quasars are surrounded by a larger amount of Mg II absorbing gas even considering the difference in size. The presence of this large reservoir of cool gas may be a challenge for the cold-mode accretion paradigm that predicts a little amount of cool gas around more massive haloes (e.g. Birnboim Nelson et al. 2013) . Possibly wind outflows and/or inflows of metal enriched gas associated to the galaxy interactions responsible for the quasar activity could be able to supply of cool Mg II absorbing gas the CGM. Future deep imaging observation of the foreground quasars aimed to characterise the quasar hosts and its close environment will help to clarify the origin of the Mg II absorption systems and to investigate which are the most important parameters that regulate the properties of the CGM of quasars.
tribution from Fe II blended multiplets (assuming the template of Vestergaard & Wilkes 2001) ; (iii) the stellar-light from the host galaxy (assuming the elliptical template of Mannucci et al. 2001) ; (iv) the broad lines emission (fitted with two Gaussian curves with the same peak wavelength, see Decarli et al. 2008) . The results of the fitting procedure allowed us to estimate the L bol s from the monochromatic luminosity at 3000Å (assuming the bolometric correction presented in Runnoe, Brotherton, & Shang 2012, see Table 1 ) and the MBHs applying the virial theorem to the gas of the broad-line region (e.g. Kaspi et al. 2000; McLure & Jarvis 2002; Vestergaard & Peterson 2006; Peterson 2010; Shen 2013 , and references therein, see Table 1 ).
APPENDIX B: NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL OBJECTS
In this appendix we present all the absorption lines detected in the quasar spectra over a 3σ threshold. The properties of the observed systems are listed Table B1 . QQ01 -Several intervening metal absorption lines are present in the QSOB spectra. The most prominent are a Mg II and two C IV doublets at z ∼ 0.734, 2.173, and 2.383, and a Fe II multiplet at z ∼ 1.174. QQ02 -In the spectra of QQ02F we detected a Mg II absorption doublet at z ∼ 1.264. A further one is present at z ∼ 1.602, ∼ 2000 km s −1 blueward of the Mg II broad emission line. Even if this system does not match the considered velocity constraint (see §4), it could be associated to an outflow of gas originated from the quasar itself or from its host galaxy (e.g. Crenshaw, Kraemer, & George 2003; Tremonti, Moustakas, & Diamond-Stanic 2007; Wild et al. 2008; Shen & Ménard 2012; Sharma, Nath, & Chand 2013) .
In the spectra of QQ02B, we observe the presence a C IV absorption system (Wr(λ1548) = (0.39 ± 0.09)Å) blueshifted of ∼700 km s −1 with respect to the quasar emission frame. This kind of features are often detected close the C IV broad emission lines and are thought to arise in quasar outflows (e.g. Vestergaard 2003; Nestor, Hamann, & Rodriguez Hidalgo 2008) . The identification of the Mg II transverse absorption features associated to QSOF is sustained by the presence of the Fe II(λ2382) and Fe II(λ2600) lines at the same redshift. QQ04 -In the spectra of QQ04F we detect Fe II and Mg II lines produced by an intervening absorption system at z ∼ 1.211. The identification of the Mg II transverse absorption system is supported by the detection of the associated Fe II(λ2586) and Fe II(λ2600) lines. QQ05 -An Mg II and Fe II absorption system is present in the spectra of QQ04B at z ∼ 1.081. QQ07 -Two close absorption lines (λλ=4641.8Å, 4650.7Å) are present in the spectra if QQ07B. We tentatively identify these features with a Mg II doublet at z ∼ 0.660. We also observe a C IV doublet at almost the same redshift of the C IV broad emission line (z ∼ 2.213). The velocity difference between the quasar frame and the absorber ( 200 km s −1 ) suggests that we are probing cool gas clouds strictly connected to the quasar itself. QQ08 -The detection of the [Ne V] forbidden emission line allows us to refine the redshift of the QSOF: z = 0.6853 ± 0.0008. The redshift of the detected transverse absorption system is consistent, within the uncertainties, with this value. QQ09 -QQ09B is the highest redshift quasar that we have observed. Its spectra is polluted by the Ly α forest hence recognise the detected absorption lines is challenging. We tentatively identify Mg II, C IV, Fe II and Si IV doublets at z ∼ 0.891, 2.421, 1.084, and 3.062, respectively. In particular the Si IV(λ1402) line is superimposed to the Mg II(λ2796) transverse absorption associated to the QSOF (see Figure 3) . We decouple the two contribution by fitting the blended lines with two Gaussian at the same time, and matching the width of the Mg II(λ2796) line to that of the Mg II(λ2803) one. QQ10 -In the spectra of QSOF we detect an intervining Mg II absorption system at z = 0.6045 ± 0.0002. QQ12 -A Mg II absorption feature is present at z = 1.1618 ± 0.0004, ∼ 4500km s −1 from the transverse system associated to the QSOF. As for QQ02F, this doublet does not match our constraint on the velocity difference with the quasar frame, but we can not exclude that it arise in a strong ouflows of gas originated from region close to the SMBH or from its host galaxy. QQ14 -An absorption line superimposed to the Mg II emission is present in the spectra of QQ14F. The absence of another close absorption line over a 2σ threshold suggests that this features is not a Mg II LOS doublet associated to the QSOF.
The QSOF redshift derived from the Mg II broad emission line is consistent with the redshift inferred from the [Ne V] narrow line (z = 1.1057 ± 0.0008).
A Fe II doublet is present in the spectra of QQ14B at z ∼ 1.942. QQ16 -Data for this pair was already gathered with FORS2 at ESO-VLT (see Farina et al. 2013) . The values of the rest frame equivalent widths quoted in Table 2 are the weighted mean of the two observations. A Mg II doublet is detected at z ∼ 1.118 in the QQ16B spectra. QQ17 -Two absorbing systems at redshift z ∼ 0.737 and z ∼ 1.375 are identified in the spectra of QQ17B from the detection of Mg II and Fe II absorption lines. QQ18 -A strong interving Mg II absorption system (Wr(λ2796) = 0.98 ± 0.07) is present at z ∼ 1.650, futher confirmed by the detection of the corresponding Fe II and Mg I lines.
APPENDIX C: ESTIMATE OF THE GALACTIC ENVIRONMENT
In order to evaluate the contribution of the close galactic environment to the observed absorption systems we created a set of 10000 mock projected quasar pairs with impact parameter uniformly distributed between 20 and 200 kpc. For each foreground quasar we randomly generated a distribution of galaxies that mimic the projected quasar-galaxy cross-correlation function reported by Zhang et al. (2013) , who have explored the fields of quasars at z ∼ 1.1 down to ∼ M ⋆ +1 (where M ⋆ is the characteristic absolute magnitude of galaxies). This allowed us to calculate that, on average, less then 2 galaxies associated to a quasar are present within a projected distance of 400 kpc. The contribution of these galaxies to the strength of the Mg II absorption systems depends on their separation from the background quasar, Table B1 . Properties of absorption features detected in QSOs spectra over a 3σ level: our identification label of the quasar (ID), observed wavelength (λ abs ), observed equivalent width (W), absorption line (line), and redshift (z abs ). Figure C2 . Fraction of simulated galactic environments that contribute to the strength of the transverse absorption systems with an equivalent width Wr W r,Env (λ2796) (see Appendix C for details). The cumulative distribution is estimated in bins of 30 kpc each, and the different fractions are colour-coded in the bar at the right side of the plot. The two black dashed lines show that the 80% of the systems influence the equivalent width of the detected absorption for less than 0.1Å, and the 90% for less than 0.3Å.
